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Financial information: The current practice

Information is presented to consumers in a
cognitively focused style:

Options portrayed through tables of figures.
Outcomes shown in numerical amounts.
Appeals to consumers’ rationality.

Is this approach effective?
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Cognitive option presentation:
Selected illustrations

Mutual funds are reported with returns and fees
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Cognitive option presentation:
Selected illustrations (cont.)

Mortgages focus on monthly payments/APRs
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Cognitive option presentation:
Selected illustrations (cont.)

Annuities refer to life expectancy
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Cognitive option presentation:
Compelling or confusing?

Are people good with numbers?
Consider the following “trivial” question:

Which of the following numbers represents the
biggest risk of getting a disease?

A. 1 in 100

B. 1 in 1,000

C. 1 in 10
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Percentage of people answering the
question correctly

96%
94%

83%

71%

Undergrads More than HS HS or less Older adults (65-

94)

Source: Slovic (2006)
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Information processing: People operate in
two different modes

Rule-based

Analytic

Controlled

Demanding of cognitive capacity

Relatively slow

Cognitive / Deliberative

Sources: Stanovich and West (2002)

Associative

Holistic

Automatic

Undemanding of cognitive capacity

Relatively fast

Intuitive / Affective
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Cognitive vs. affective: Consequences

Affective processing can result in ..
• Paying more to save a panda bear

• Taking less risk in a variety of domains (from
smoking to choosing travel destinations)

• Saving more for retirement

 
Sources: Hsee and Rottenstreich (2004), Hammond et al. (2004, 2006)
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Driving in Bolivia

The Stremnaya Road is extremely beautiful with
gorgeous mountains, cliffs and greenery.  While the
road offers dramatic scenery, it is considered by
some the most dangerous road in the world.  The
combination of extremely narrow roads and tall cliffs
could easily result in a deadly accident, and an
average of two vehicles per month fall from the road.
The danger of the road ironically though has made it
a popular tourist destination starting in the 1990s.
Mountain biker enthusiasts, in particular, have made
it a favorite destination for downhill biking.
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Driving in Bolivia

QUESTION 1:  Would you be interested in taking
an all expenses paid trip to the Stremnaya Road?

__  Yes
__  No
__  I am not sure
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Driving in Bolivia

QUESTION 2:  Would you be interested in taking
an all expenses paid trip to the Stremnaya Road?

__  Yes
__  No
__  I am not sure
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Results

People shown pictures of the road were
less likely to be interested in taking the trip.

However, most investment risk tolerance
questionnaires focus on cognition:
• “Which of the following statements best

describes your attitude toward the trade-off
between risk and return?”

Is risk tolerance best measured
cognitively or affectively?
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The cognitive vs. the affective mode and
saving rates

Fully-employed MBA students at LBS were
presented with a hypothetical retirement plan.

The students were asked to indicate their
intended saving rate.

Saving rates were displayed as either:
• The amount of money one would accumulate by

retirement, OR
• Images of apartments in London one could buy at

retirement.

Sources: Benartzi, Iyengar, and Previtero (in progress)
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The cognitive version

£1,250,00041%

£950,00031%

£875,00028%

£795,00026%

£595,00019%

£545,00018%

£499,00016%

£475,00015%

£365,00012%

£350,00011%

£295,00010%

£200,0006%

£125,0004%

£00%

You could expect to accumulate
the following amount by age 65

If you save the following
percentage of your salary …

Sources: Benartzi, Iyengar, and Previtero (in progress)
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The affective version: Sample images

   
CROMWELL ROAD, LONDO N, SW5  
1 Bedroom, 1 Reception, 1 Bathroom . This 
lower ground floor  apartment consists of a 
living room with wood flooring, an open plan 
kitc hen and one bedroom. W ood floors and 
quality fixtures .  

PENYWERN ROAD, LONDO N, SW5  
Studi o. Newly refurbished studio apartment . 
A refurbished studio apartment consisting 
of a studio room with  storage space, a fitted 
kitchen a nd a bathroom with shower room.  

If you do not save for retirement, you might 
end up living on the street.  

 

0% 4% 12% 

Sources: Benartzi, Iyengar, and Previtero (in progress)
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Results: Average saving rates

Sources: Benartzi, Iyengar, and Previtero (in progress)

10.9%

14.5%

Cognitive version Affective version 
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Applications

Consider the effects of visualization on

Mutual Funds
Mortgage Loans
Annuities
Risk Tolerance Questionnaires
Payday Loans?
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One application: Payday loans

With such high and visible fees, why did people take out over
10 million payday loans last year?

Sources: http://www.advanceamerica.net/, http://slate.msn.com/id/2100276/ 
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Payday loans (cont.)

Presenting options cognitively prevents
people from feeling the pain of lost income,
consider:

- =

vs…
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Conclusion

Affective appeals show significant potential
for motivating consumers’ financial behavior.

 If you’re interested in collaborating on
research to discover how to best help
consumers make better financial decisions,
let us know.
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